Example: A study is conducted to quantify the benefits of a new cholesterol lowering medication. Two groups of subjects are compared, those who took the medication twice a day for 3 years, and those who took a placebo. Assume subjects were randomly assigned to either group and that both groups data are normally distributed. Results from the study are shown below: • Then we use the pooled variance to calculate the pooled version of the standard error -NOTE: If (n 1 = n 2 ) or if (s 1 = s 2 ) the pooled and unpooled will give the same answer for -It is when n 1 n 2 that we need to decide whether to use pooled or unpooled:
• if then use pooled (unpooled will give similar answer) • if then use unpooled (pooled will NOT give similar answer)
Pooled vs. Unpooled (cont')
• RESULT: Because both methods are similar when and the pooled version is not valid when , we choose to always use the unpooled version ☺.
• Why all the torture? This will come up again in chapter 11 Calculate a 95% confidence interval for
We know and from the previous slides. Now we need to find the t multiplier -NOTE: Calculating that df is not really that fun, a quick rule of thumb for checking your work is: • the true mean difference could be more than zero (in which case the mean of group 1 is larger than the mean of group 2)
• or the true mean difference could be less than zero (in which case the mean of group 1 is smaller than the mean of group 2)
• or the true mean difference could even be zero! -The ZERO RULE! -Suppose the CI came out to be (5.2, 28.1), would this indicate a true mean difference? •A test statistic is calculated from the sample data -it measures the "disagreement" between the data and the null hypothesis
• if there is a lot of "disagreement" then we would think that the data provide evidence that the null hypothesis is false • if there is little to no "disagreement" then we would think that the data do not provide evidence that the null hypothesis is false subtract 0 because the null says the difference is zero • On a t distribution t s could fall anywhere -If the test statistic is close to 0, this shows that the data are compatible with Ho (no difference)
• the deviation can be attributed to chance -If the test statistic is far from 0 (in the tails, upper or lower), this shows that the data are incompatible to Ho (there is a difference)
• deviation does not appear to be attributed to chance (ie. If Ho is true then it is unlikely that t s would fall so far from 0) 0) The p-value of the test is the area under the Student's T distribution in the double tails beyond -t s and t s .
-Definition (p. 238): The p-value for a hypothesis test is the probability, computed under the condition that the null hypothesis is true, of the test statistic being at least as extreme or more extreme as the value of the test statistic that was actually obtained [from the data]. • What this means is that we can think of the p-value as a measure of compatibility between the data and Ho -a large p-value (close to 1) indicates that t s is near the center (data support Ho) -a small p-value (close to 0) indicates that t s is in the tail (data do not support Ho)
• Where do we draw the line? -how small is small for a p-value?
• The threshold value on the p-value scale is called the significance level, and is denoted by -The significance level is chosen by whomever is making the decision (BEFORE THE DATA ARE COLLECTED!) -Common values for include 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01
• Rules for making a decision: • In other words the cholesterol lowering medication does not seem to have a significant effect on cholesterol.
-Keep in mind, we are saying that we couldn't provide sufficient evidence to show that there is a significant difference between the two population means. • Important parts of Hypothesis test conclusions:
